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By Robert Ehrig 

 

This week we got a Fisher Paykel and a small Lynx shipment 

 

We still have the Viking Tuscany series range, hood and dishwasher 

 

We got another shipment or 36” Blue Star ranges with 6 burners too. 

 

Thanks for accepting my weekly newsletters 

 

Robert Ehrig 



Fisher Paykel Fridge Set 

51” wide total 

67” tall 

Counter depth 

Ice and water on one side 

Buy both with the joiner kit 

 

$ 2299.98 

 

Surround kit available for $ 350.00 

 



Fisher Paykel Fridge Set 

Similar to the other set but bigger 

These have freezer drawers 

Ice and water on one side 

63” wide total 

67” tall 

Counter depth 

Buy both with the joiner kit for 

$ 2699.99 

 

Stainless trim also available for $ 350 



Fisher Paykel 

 

30” Double Ovens 

Super nice units 

OB30DDEPX2 

$ 2499.99 

 

Great price for this quality ovens 

All easy glide racks 

Modern look 

Digital read out 

 



Thermador 

Old 

Thermador 

This historic piece came out 

of a showroom after 17 

years of showing off. 

It is an all gas unit 

We have it priced at 2999.99 

But are willing to take a  

reasonable offer. 

Comes with the 12”  

backsplash. 

Get your offer in now. 



Don’t miss out on this classic 60” Viking Professional Range in Burgundy 

This dual fuel range boasts 6 burners , a griddle and a grill. 

Two full size electric ovens make it a gem in the kitchen. 

And at only $ 11,999.99 makes it a steal. 



And we cant forget about this beauty. 

 

Viking Tuscany Series 

Besides being georgous, it’s functional 

This baby sports: a 25k burner, 15k burner, 

18” griddle and two induction burners for 

precise cooking. 

One full size oven, one tall true convection 

oven and a storage drawer. 

Comes with the matching hood with 1200 

cfm blower and chimney extension.  

All can be yours for only 

$ 13,999.99 



This is the Blue Star 36” sealed burner range with all burners 

RCS36SBV2    for   $ 3499.99 



And this is the open burner 36” range  by Blue Star 

RCS366BV2    for     $ 3499.99 








